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For those who need more Harper and Knox . . . there's Blaze!Defeat the enemy. Win the boy. Live

happily ever after.But life "ever after" isn't as easy as it used to be. Harper's gone from being a

member of a small demon lair to co-Prime of one of the most powerful lairs in the US with a mate

who, though hot as hell, is just a mite overprotective - I mean, you get kidnapped by dark

practitioners just once . . .Then one of Knox's demons goes rogue, and in his madness decides

Knox Thorne must die.Harper's worried. Knox isn't - at least until he discovers his mate's willingness

to get between him and danger. Now, Knox has a new priority: Keep Harper safe . . . no matter what

it takes.But Harper begins to suspect there's more danger than one rogue demon. It seems the

combined strength of Harper and Knox has upset the balance of power in the demon world and

there are those who are determined to right that wrong.Because when you move up the food chain,

sometimes the other predators just want to take a bigger bite.Praise for Suzanne Wright:"Unique,

original and very entertaining." Ramblings from this Chick"It's been two minutes since my last fix

and I need Suzanne Wright to give me more" Edgy Reviews
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I was "patiently" awaiting this release. I loved the first book in the series, and the 2nd book did not



disappoint. I highly recommend reading the first book Burn, as it will give you the back ground as to

Harper and Knox. This is a paranormal read, and not your average shifter story. This series deals

with demons, and they don't really play the villains. They are not good but they have their own set of

rules and rulers that they follow.In Blaze we continue with Harper and Knox, it picks up a couple of

months where the Burn leaves off. In Blaze Harper's mom is kidnapped by a "rouge demon", as

Knox tries to find Harper's mom - new developments come up. We learn about the 4 Horsemen and

what kind of role they play in all the troubles that the demons are experiencing. Harper and Knox

engage in their first fight. I must say - my heart stopped during their fight. I was not sure what was

going to happen, which as a reader I love to experience the unexpected from the author.Of course

much like Burn, Blaze has a bunch of wonderful and hysterical scenes, specially Harper being

Harper! I love her form of getting even, what she did to Belinda at the "shindig" was hysterical. Oh

and Knox is just cut and dry! He as well as his demon do not care for anyone insulting or hurting

Harper, that scene at the shindig with Alethea. It was so embarrassing for the "dolphin"(Alethea).

But I really did enjoy how Knox put her in her place.My favorite quote has to be... "I can be so totally

terrifying that I scare even me. Why are you laughing? I'm serious, it's true. You just don't think so

because you've never actually seen me that way. If you did, you'd freak out. Really, you would.

Blaze is the second book in the "A Dark In You" series by Wright. You absolutely should read

"Burn", the first book in order to really be up to speed on the characters and events. Burn was a 5

star, grand slam home run of a start to a series, causing me to eagerly await Blaze.If you read Burn,

you already know the world and the characters of Knox and Harper. The following is full of spoilers,

so don't continue if you don't want to know some of the details of the book (which by the way needs

some editing for usage and misspelling of words).The main storyline of the book is a demon named

Crow seems to be intent on killing Knox. Crow has had a vision that Knox will have a child in the

future that will destroy demonkind. Crow's mission is to ensure that doesn't happen by killing Knox.

First of all, several things happened with this plot that didn't make sense. Knox kidnaps Carla,

Harper's mother, at the beginning of the story, and consequently performs surgery on her. Why?

Harper was already born. It made no sense that Crow would "punish" her, as she had already had

Harper. Yes, this would have made sense if Crow was rogue, but he wasn't. He genuinely believed

his vision, so there was no need to have anything at all to do with Carla. Then Harper deduces that

Crow is not really after Knox, but after her instead. The details and thoughts of how she decided on

this was such a loose thread, that it wasn't believable. There really was no evidence to support this,

but instead it was just a way for Wright to force the story in the direction she wanted it to go.Harper



is now firmly the mate of Knox. She is now a Prime of the Las Vegas territory with great personal

power, influence and authority.

4.5-5 starsThis was a great story and follow up to [book:Burn|25828477]. Knox and Harper are a

super couple and I grew to love them even more in this story.This story picks up a couple months

after [book:Burn|25828477] ended. Harper and Knox are doing well and settling into their life

together. Knox is a bit overprotective of Harper but tries to compromise so he doesn't smother

her...although his attempts to compromise aren't always successful and Harper doesn't make things

easy on him. There are some difficulties balancing Knox's protectiveness with Harper's discomfort

at being smothered but they do pretty well at working through them without too many issues.As the

description noted, a demon from Knox's lair is going rogue and seems intent on killing Knox. Knox is

alright with being the target because he feels he can protect himself but he's worried that the guy

might go after Harper anyways. This is an issue but it gets worse when they realize that the rogue

might not be working alone and they have no clue who the other conspirators are. While all this is

going on, Harper is stuck with planning a "shindig" to celebrate the 150 year anniversary of the

Underground (a private area in Las Vegas that's just for Demons) as well as Harper becoming

Knox's mate and co-Prime. Also, Harper is having to deal with some issues with people feeling

she's not good enough for Knox and (for some unknown reason) thinking they have the right to tell

Harper as much. Since the main perpetrators are women that clearly just want Knox, their attitudes

don't affect Harper because she's smart enough to recognize that the women are just being spiteful

witches and don't really matter to her and Knox.
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